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“In order to attain the impossible, one must attempt the absurd.”

— Miguel de Cervantes 03
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WEEKEND OF
TREASURE HUNT
THE GOONIES (1985)
A band of adventurous kids take on the
might of a property developing company,
which plans to destroy their home to build a
country club. When the children discover an
old pirate map in the attic, they follow it
into an underground cavern in search of lost
treasure; but come up against plenty of
dangerous obstacles along the way.

PIRATES OF THE
CARIBBEAN SERIES

(2003-2011)
A series of fantasy

swashbuckler films
following the adven-
tures of Captain
Jack Sparrow
(Johnny Depp), Will
Turner (Orlando
Bloom) and
Elizabeth Swann
(Keira Knightley).
The series started in
2003 with ‘Pirates of
the Caribbean: The
Curse of the Black
Pearl’. ‘Dead Man’s
Chest released in
2006. The third film

‘At World's End’ released in 2007 and the
last, ‘On Stranger Tides’ in 2011. 

INDIANA JONES SERIES
(1981-2008)
A native of Princeton, New Jersey, the char-
acter Indiana Jones, played brilliantly by
Harrison Ford, was introduced as a tenured
professor of archaeology in the 1981 film
‘Raiders of the Lost Ark’. The character is an
adventurer reminiscent of the 1930s film
serial treasure hunters and pulp action
heroes. The sequel ‘The Temple of Doom’,
was released, and in 1989. Next came, ‘The
Last Crusade’. A fourth film followed in 2008,

titled ‘The Kingdom of the Crystal Skull’.

NATIONAL TREASURE
SERIES (2004-2007)
‘The National Treasure’ franchise consists of
American historical fiction action-adven-
tures. These are action movies about a
treasure hunter in hot pursuit of a mythical
treasure that has been passed down for
centuries, while his employer turned enemy
is onto the same path that he is on.
‘National Treasure’ released in 2004 and its
sequel, ‘Book of Secrets’ came out in 2007.

THE MALTESE FALCON (1941)
A centuries long quest for the Knight Templar’s
jewel-laden treasure arrives in San Francisco,
bringing with it the constant companions in
greed, lust, obsession, deceit and murder.

LARA CROFT: TOMB
RAIDER (2001)
It’s an action adventure film based on the
‘Tomb Raider’ video game series featuring
the character Lara Croft, portrayed by
Angelina Jolie. The story revolves around
Croft trying to obtain ancient artifacts in
competition with the Illuminati.

ROMANCING THE STONE
(1984)
A romantic-adventure writer is hurled into a
real-life adventure in the Colombian jungle
in order to save her sister, who will be killed
if a treasure map is not delivered to her cap-
tors. She is helped out by a brash merce-
nary, and together they search for the price-
less gem located in the map.

ALADDIN (1992)
Aladdin, a common thief, falls in love with
Princess Jasmine, but cannot marry her as
he is not a prince. Jafar, a royal vizier with a

hidden agenda, enlists Aladdin’s help to
retrieve a magical lamp. 

THE ADVENTURES OF
TINTIN (2011)
Tintin, a young reporter, buys the model of a
ship and is intrigued when his dog shows
him a scroll after the toy breaks. He tells
Captain Haddock and they embark on an
adventure to find a shipwreck.

THE RUNDOWN (2003)
Beck, a bounty hunter, visits the Amazon
jungle to bring home his boss’s son, Travis.
Soon, they find themselves in danger as
local goons wish to acquire the priceless
artefact in their possession.

THE MUMMY SERIES
‘The Mummy’ is a horror-adventure media
franchise based on films about a mummi-
fied ancient Egyptian priest who is acciden-
tally resurrected, bringing with him a pow-
erful curse, and the ensuing efforts of hero-
ic archaeologists to stop him.

IT’S A MAD, MAD, MAD,
MAD WORLD (1963)
The story begins during a massive traffic
jam, caused by reckless driver Smiler
Grogan (Jimmy Durante), who, before kick-
ing the bucket, cryptically tells the assem-
bled drivers that he’s buried a fortune in
stolen loot! Madness ensues...

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND
THE UGLY (1966)
In the Southwest during the Civil War, a
mysterious stranger, Joe (Clint Eastwood),
and a Mexican outlaw, Tuco (Eli Wallach),
form an uneasy partnership – Joe turns in
the bandit for the reward money, then res-
cues him just as he is being hanged.

GO ON AN ADVENTURE WITH A GROUP MOVIE MARATHON. 
WE MAKE YOUR CHOICES SIMPLE…

THANK YOU, SPAIN 
According to Wikipedia, it was in
1922 when Spanish author Vicente
Clavel Andrés originally thought of
the concept as a way to honour the
author Miguel de Cervantes. Initially,
it was celebrated on October 7, 1926
(Cervantes’ birthday), before being
moved to his death date, April 23, in
1930. The event became popular in
Spain, especially in Catalonia, where
it coincided with the Diada de Sant
Jordi, the patron saint of Catalonia,
which involved exchanging gifts with
loved ones.
Since the
1931 Book

Fair in Barcelona, the gifts are a book
and a rose. In 1995, UNESCO offi-
cially designated April 23 as the date
to celebrate World Book and Copy-
right Day. On this day in 1995, UN-
ESCO’s General Conference was held
in Paris, to pay a world-wide tribute
to books and authors, encouraging
everyone to access books.

STRANGER THAN FICTION
According to UNESCO, April 23 is a
symbolic date in world literature. It
is the birth and death anniversary
of several prominent authors. For
example:
Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, the
famous Spanish author — widely re-
garded as the greatest writer in the
Spanish language and one of the
world’s pre-eminent novelists — was
born in September 1547 and passed

away on April 23, 1616.

 Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, the Pe-
ruvian-Spanish author — famous
for chronicling Inca history, culture,
and society and bringing it to the
Western world — also passed away
on April 23, 1616.
Shakespeare, the British bard was
born on April 23, 1564 and died on
April 23, 1616;
 Halldór Kiljan Laxness, the Ice-
landic writer who won the 1955 No-
bel Prize in Literature was born on
April 23 1902 (and died on February
8, 1998).

WHY READING IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN
EVER
Life as we knew it changed
completely in 2020, once the
pandemic hit the world. The
way we thought, ate and
even read changed. Accord-
ing to Nielsen's report on the
impact of COVID-19 on the Indi-
an book consumer, reading time
increased from nine hours a
week to 16 hours per
week. With lock-
downs and limited
mobility trends
continuing in
2021, books
proved to be
powerful
allies in
helping
us com-
bat isola-
tion, reinforce
ties between peo-

ple, expand our horizons, while stim-
ulating our minds and creativity. UN-
ESCO says in some countries the
number of books read doubled.
Www.theconversation.com said
many found the lockdown to be a
great opportunity to explore things
they didn’t normally have the time
or desire to read or to fill other gaps
in knowledge.

READERS = LEADERS 
The internet is constantly abuzz
with the reading habits of famous
celebrities. In most lists you’ll see
Warren Buffett, the American busi-
ness magnate, leading the pack. Buf-
fet read 600 to 1,000 pages daily when

beginning his career as an in-
vestor. Once when he

was asked the keys
to success, he said

“Read 500 pages
every day. That’s
how knowledge
works. It builds
up, like com-

pound interest.
All of you can do

it, but I guarantee
not many of you

will do it.”

Mark Cuban, the billionaire en-
trepreneur, reads about 3
hours a day because it
gives him confidence.
In an interview he
said that growing up,
he read “every book
or magazine I could
get my hands on be-
cause 1 good idea would
pay for the book and could
make the difference between me mak-
ing it or not.”

 According to an
HBR article, “Nike

founder Phil
Knight so
reveres his li-
brary that in it
you have to take

off your shoes
and bow.”

Oprah Winfreycred-
its books with much of her success:
“Books were my path to
personal freedom.”
She has shared her
reading habit with
the world via her
book club.
 Elon Musk
taught himself to
build rockets by read-

ing. The costs to
build a rocket were pro-

hibitively high, so Musk
concluded he could do
it himself after read-
ing how to do it.

HOW TO READ BETTER 
“When you find a writer who
really is saying something to
you, read everything that
writer has written and
you will get more educa-
tion and depth of under-
standing out of that than
reading a scrap here and a

scrap there and else-
where. Then go to people
who influenced that writer, or
those who were related to him, and your world

builds together in an organic way that is really
marvelous.”

— Joseph Campbell, The Hero’s Journey: Joseph
Campbell on His Life & Work

“If you only read the
books that everyone else
is reading, you can only
think what everyone else
is thinking.”

— Haruki Murakami,
Norwegian Wood

“Reading aloud ush-
ers us into a third
place, a safe room,
it’s a room where

everyone involved,
reader and the lis-

tener, can put down
their defences and lower

their guard.” 
—  Kate DiCamillo, Newbery Medal

winning author  

The Pirates… franchise
has grossed over $4.5

billion worldwide and is
the 14th-highest-

grossing film series of
all time, and is the first

film franchise to
produce two or more
movies that grossed

over $1 billion! 

On World Book Day, we explore the origins of our favourite day of the
year, and why reading books is more important than ever before

BOOKS = MAGIC
ON YOUR FINGERTIPS

Each
year,
UNESCO
chooses a World
Book Capital where
activities are held and
supported by the book industry.
The city of Madrid (Spain) was the
first city to be named World Book
Capital in 2001. This year,
Guadalajara (Mexico) has been
named World Book Capital for the
year 2022 by the Director-General of
UNESCO, Audrey Azoulay, on the
recommendation of the World Book
Capital Advisory Committee.
According to UNESCO, the city was
selected for its comprehensive

plan for policies around the
book to trigger social change,

combat violence and
build a
culture
of peace.
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“If you fail to prepare, you’re prepared to fail.”
Mark Spitz, former swimmer

The origin of the long jump can be traced to the
Olympic Games in Ancient Greece. Athletes carried
weights in each hand called halteres. These were
swung forward on take-off and released in the mid-
dle of the jump, in a bid to increase momentum.
Swinging them down and back at the end of the jump
would change the athlete’s center of gravity and al-
low the athlete to stretch his legs outward, increas-
ing his distance. The long jump, as we know it to-
day, has been part of the Olympics since the first
Games in 1896 for men and 1896 for women 
since 1948.

There are five main components of the long jump: The approach run, the final two strides, takeoff, action in the air, and land-
ing. Speed in the run-up, or approach, and a high leap off the board are the fundamentals of success. Because speed is such
an important factor of the approach, it is not surprising that many long jumpers also compete successfully in sprints.

The approach run is essentially the sprint towards
the takeoff board barring the final two steps. The
objective is to gradually accelerate to a maximum
controlled speed. The most important factor for the
distance travelled is velocity at takeoff, speed and
angle. Success depends on the takeoff speed.

These are the final two steps taken before an athlete
goes airborne from the takeoff board. The final two
strides are meant to prepare the body to cover the
maximum horizontal distance without sacrificing
too much forward velocity. This is the shortest step
as the body’s centre of gravity starts shifting up-
wards in preparation for the jump.

The takeoff is the transition from the final step to being airborne. An
athlete must ensure the foot is flat on the ground for optimum impact
as jumping off either the heels or toes has adverse impacts on the jump.
Maintaining proper body posture at takeoff is equally important. While
jumping off, the heels have a braking effect and reduce momentum,
jumping with the toes destabilises the body and leads to the risk of the
legs collapsing under the jumper, thereby severely decreasing the dis-
tance covered. Athletes use advanced techniques for their takeoffs.

Once airborne, an athlete has
little control over the direc-
tion and landing. However,
in-flight measures can be tak-
en to maximise the distance
traversed. These include tech-
niques of manipulating the
body in certain ways while
airborne. They are as follows:

Sail: The sail involves the
jumper immediately lifting
their legs into a toe-touching
position after takeoff. This al-
lows the body to float or sail
in the air longer with the mo-
mentum achieved during take-
off.

Hang: This technique in-
volves stretching the body
and making it as long as pos-
sible after being airborne.

Both arms and legs are ex-
tended to reach the maximum
distance possible and the po-
sition is maintained until the

jumper reaches the highest
elevation.

Hitch-kick: Also called

climbing or running in the
air, the athletes rotate their
arms and legs during the
flight to maintain balance.

While landing, the long jumper’s objective is to glide into the sand-pit.
To ensure the indention made by their body is at the maximum distance
possible from the board,an athlete can turn to several manoeuvres while
landing.Upon landing,jumpers often make sweeping motions with their
arms to help keep the legs up and the body forward.

Long jumps are measured from the forward edge
of the take-off board to the impression in the land-
ing pit closest to the take-off board made by any
part of the body of the jumper.

No part of the athlete’s foot should cross the front
edge of the foul line. If, at the point of takeoff, any
part of the foot (even the toe edge of the shoe) cross-
es the front edge of the foul line, then the jump is
termed to be illegal or a ‘foul jump’ and does not
count.

Typically, in international track and field events,
a long jumper has three attempts to register his or
her best legal jump. Only the farthest legal jump
counts.

The distance, or the ‘jump’, is measured from the
front edge of the foul line to the first landing point
of the athlete.

Somersaults are not permitted during the jump.

In long jump, as in various track and field events,
wind speed and the help a jumper gets from it plays
a big role in validating a record. Wind speed means
the velocity of wind during a race, that may either
aid or hinder an athlete’s performance.

A tailwind is a wind blowing in the same direction
as the athlete is running. A tailwind of more than
2 metres per second can result in the distance trav-
elled being affected. Such a jump is termed as a wind
assisted one. While the measurement may be held
valid to decide who the eventual medal winner is,
the wind assisted distance is not considered for val-
idating a record. Thus an athlete may win a gold
medal, but his distance will not be taken into count
as a meet record. This rule applies for sprint races
(100 and 200 metres), 100/110 metres hurdles, the
triple jump and the long jump.

Measuring wind: A wind gauge, called an anemome-
ter, is used to measure the speed of the wind during
a jump. In large athletic meets, a wind gauge opera-
tor is recommended by the NCAA. The operator reg-
isters the wind velocity while writing out the results.

The sole of a long jumper’s shoe can have a maxi-
mum thickness of 13 millimeters. Spikes are allowed.

The runway must be at least 40 meters long. It is
similar to a running track used in sprinting, mid-
distance or long-distance running events and is made
out of a rubberised material laid over concrete.

The board itself must be 20 centimetres wide and
level with the ground. Jumpers must land within
the sand pit in the landing area, which may vary in
width from 2.75 to 3.0 metres.

NATIONAL

Jeswin Aldrin

M Sree Shankar  

Ankit Sharma

Reeth Abraham  

Mercy Kuttan

Nayana James

Summer Olympics | World Championship | 
Asian Games | World Indoor Championship | 

Commonwealth Games |

INTERNATIONAL

Miltiadis Tentoglou 

Ivana Vuleta 

Thobias Montler

Juan Miguel Echevarria

Tajay Gayale 

Yuki Hashioka 

Malaika Mihambo 

Brittney Reese

The long jump, also called broad jump, is an athlet-
ic discipline consisting of a horizontal jump for dis-
tance. It is a track and field event in which athletes
combine speed, strength and agility in an attempt
to leap as far as possible from a takeoff point. Com-
petitors sprint along a runway and jump as far as
possible into a sand pit from a wooden take-off board.
Rankings are based on the distance travelled from
the edge of the board to the closest indentation in
the sand in accordance with the rules.

KNOWING THE GAME

FINAL TWO STRIDES
LANDING

WIND ASSISTANCE

EQUIPMENT

KEY TOURNAMENTS

ATHLETES

HISTORY

TECHNIQUE

APPROACH TAKEOFF

SCORING
ACTION IN THE AIR

Get behind one of the most
durable sporting disciplines — the
long jump — that demands great
physical and mental agility from

the athlete
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